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Since decision making in the face of emotionally laden problems and
incomplete information is very difficult, it is useful to develop and test
alternative decision methodologies and/or criteria. One approach is to
enlarge the system in which the decision is to be made, for example, go
from a national system to an international one, as well as to alter the
decision criteria. This paper is a heuristic test of such an approach: the
goal is to see how such a method could be developed, not to produce and
validate a definitive policy, national or international.
The test problem is the disposal of nuclear materials from demobilized nuclear weapons—currently a contentious domestic problem in the
United States. In the extension of this paper, the criteria are richardsonian stability and the absence of chaos in a model of the world system
including several nuclear nations such as the U. S.
A modified Richardson model is created in which two nations compete
over finite world energy supplies. Additional civilian energy may also be
available from recycling the fissionable nuclear materials from demobilized nuclear weapons. Alternatively, these surplus fissionable materials
may be disposed of without civilian use of their nuclear energy. Under fairly general conditions, the demand for Richardson stability in the
model and the absence of chaos (or crisis instability) implies that reuse of
the nuclear weapon materials for civil energy purposes is more conducive
to international stability than is disposal without reuse. Obviously, other
decision paradigms, such as economics, also have to be applied before
rational choices can actually be made.

1. Enlarging the system of discourse to facilitate dispute resolution

Important national and international policies are frequently driven and
constrained by emotional commitments, often hidden, which have no
direct connection or relevance to the problem at hand. Arguments for
and against these policies stem from contradicting implicit axiom sets
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and hence pass by each other without rational contact or influence.
If all parties to the policy making could appeal to a more fundamental
explicit set of axioms, acceptable to all, rational discussions might ensue,
resulting in better policies.
For example, participants in the ongoing debate about nuclear power,
pro and con, often have opposing mind sets, as to the perfectibility
of technology and science, which underlie their arguments about economics, energy needs, and relative environmental impacts. Hence there
is no mutually acceptable quantitative way to balance one argument
against its counter so as to reach rational conclusions. Decisions are
made by wearing the opponents down, politically and psychologically.
On the other hand, most citizens of the modern world would be in favor
of international stability and those policies which diminish the possibility of war, especially large scale nuclear war. Is it possible to make use
of this common stability desire to transcend the domestic nuclear power
debate? Can we get a better handle on the national energy discussion
by enlarging the field of argument to that of international security?
The major interest driving this paper is methodological: can we facilitate the resolution of policy dispute by enlarging the system of discourse and its axioms, assuming that the more general the axiom set,
the less contentious it may be. The specific example chosen to explore
this methodological question is a small subset of the nuclear power
question: What should be done with the nuclear fission components of
demobilized nuclear weapons? (There are those who argue this question
completely within the realm of nuclear weapons, denying its relevance
to civil nuclear power. Thus, by stating the question as a subset of nuclear power, I am already enlarging the field of discussion.) I attempt to
couple the question of disposition of surplus nuclear weapons with the
concept of enhancing international stability in the hope that agreement
on the latter will lead to insights or conclusions about the former, not
subject to the contentions, implicit or explicit, that civil nuclear power
is, or is not, a good thing.
2. Methodology

Science may be viewed as mankind’s rational, collective attempt to cope
with its biological, physical, psychological, and social environments.
When an appropriate science exists, it can be used to make predictions
about the outcomes of different design, engineering, or policy choices.
Hence science facilitates the making of technology: policy making is the
technology associated with a political science.
The usual scientific procedure for making predictions is to create
a model based upon the known science. The model is then “run,”
analytically or computationally, evolving into the future according to
the selected scientific laws. If the model is an accurate representation
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of reality, and the science is good, the future behavior of the model is a
good indicator of the real future: a successful prediction has been made
(e.g., [1]).
For example, a standard model of our solar system is a bunch of point
masses in a vacuum representing the sun and its planets free to move in
space under their mutual influences. The relevant science is dynamics:
Newton’s laws of motion and the law of universal gravitation. Given an
initial specification of its appearance, for example, the present locations
and velocities of the solar system’s components, the science allows the
orbits of the planets to be computed, thus predicting the appearance of
the solar system in the future. Experience indicates that the predictions
have been very accurate representations of reality, thus strengthening our
confidence in the validity of the science and the model. Similarly, the
science of statics, plus engineering models of bridge structures, enable us
to determine whether the anticipated real bridge will successfully carry
the desired loads. The first of these two examples illustrates the use
of a science to further science; the second demonstrates how science
underpins technology. In both cases, the success of the predictions
validates the science.
But what if the relevant science does not exist? To the best of my
knowledge, at present there is no science of international relations,
nothing from which predictions can be made upon which we can found
policies, with confidence, to protect our futures (e.g., [2]). Here we must
attempt to simultaneously create both the science and the technology:
guess a science and a model, see what technology it implies, test that
technology against reality, loop back to the beginning to modify the
initial guesses on the basis of that test, and then go around again.
The suggested paradigm is to choose a pressing problem, model it
several different ways, making use of the best sciences we have, that is,
the best understandings we have of the system in which the problem
manifests itself. Then use the models to make predictions of the outcomes of different policy choices. If we get contradictions between the
different predictions, if different policies are suggested by the different,
but similar, realistic models and sciences, then we know that we are not
on the correct path to an appropriate science for the system in question. If the predictions are similar, if the different approaches lead to
very similar policy recommendations, then we may surmise that there
is some common core of validity in these different approaches, a core
which may be part of the hoped for “correct” science.
Quantitative predictions require quantitative models which imply
quantitative assumptions and parameters. Ideally, this input should be
empirically validated before it is used in the model. Such validation is
often an enormous task. Putting off model building until all input is
solidly verified may mean that the model is never built. An alternative
procedure, adopted here, is to make reasonable heuristic guesses as
Complex Systems, 12 (2000) 317–338
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to the input data for the proposed model. If the model’s results prove
“interesting,” scholars may be motivated to further test its assumptions.
If the model, including its associated input ideas, is “uninteresting,” for
example, its predictions are contrary to fact, there will be no need, nor
incentive, for empirical validation studies of its input.
I am attempting to develop a dynamical science of international security, a science which—given the initial state of a system of competitive
nation states—will predict the time evolution of that system ([18] and
references therein). The initial state includes the set of security policies
adopted at the initial time (the present) to deal with a given problem or
situation; different policy choices mean different outcomes of the evolution. The preferred policy is that which leads to the preferred outcome,
usually a stable or peaceful world. If the policies suggested by “my
science” are similar to those suggested by “custom,” “common sense,”
or alternative bodies of understanding, confidence in the validity and
applicability of my science, and its recommended policy options, should
be enhanced. Thus the envisioned process is the twining of general
scientific understanding, the development of models of world system
stability, and the resulting constraints placed upon contentious policies
in national subsystems. Each thread adds to the strength of the others
in the developing rope of useful knowledge and technology.
3. Example problem

The problem I wish to consider is that of the “proper” disposal of
the nuclear pits from surplus nuclear weapons. These pits, consisting
of fissionable plutonium and/or uranium, are the source of the bang
in atomic bombs (nuclear fission weapons); they are also the triggers
required to ignite the much bigger bang of hydrogen bombs (nuclear
fusion weapons). As the major nuclear weapon powers seem to be
embarked on a program of massive reductions in their stocks of nuclear
weapons, the question arises as to what to do with these junked bombs
and warheads (cf., [3–8]).
The conventional parts of these weapons—the metal, electronics,
and chemical explosives—are neither particularly valuable nor dangerous when appropriately trashed, destroyed, or recycled. It is usually
easier, cheaper, and safer, to recreate them anew if more weapons are
to be constructed. The facilities for trashing and recreating should be
available to any moderately sophisticated industrial nation.
Nuclear materials are not so easily available. The required fissionable
materials are very difficult to obtain from naturally occurring resources.
The chemical and/or physical separations required to obtain bomb-grade
fissionable materials, either from natural ores or from civilian nuclear
power programs, are beyond the reach of most nations and nonnation
groups. On the other hand, the pits are already weapons-grade and
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are easily recycled into the essential cores of new nuclear weapons.
Thus these pits are very valuable to those who would, surreptitiously
or openly, wish to manufacture new nuclear weapons. They are also
very valuable in that their initial creation represents the expenditure of
significant social and natural resources; they represent large amounts of
available energy which could be returned to society if used in appropriate
civil nuclear power reactors.
The disposal question then is how to make sure that the materials
of these pits will not again be available for military purposes. Two
suggestions are currently popular: burn them or bury them.
To burn them means converting them into fissile fuel for ordinary
civilian power reactors. They have to be isotopically diluted down
from bomb grade to reactor grade by mixing with natural uranium
and, perhaps, be chemically changed from metallic to oxide form. The
result is a “swords into plowshares” conversion—destructive power into
electric power.
To bury them means to mix them with ceramic materials, in the form
of “glass logs,” the fissile material in each log is diluted so as to be far
from critical mass. Then bury the logs in secure and safe locations.
The burn option implies a large commerce and extensive transportation of radioactive fissionable materials, perhaps open to criminal (or
national) diversion back to the bomb makers. It also implies an expansion, or continuation, of the nuclear power industry with its popularly
perceived problems of public safety, environmental pollution, and disposal of radioactive wastes. However, once the fissionable materials
have been burnt—have been fissioned to release their stored energy in a
civilian nuclear reactor, they can no longer be used in a weapon, their nuclear energy is gone. Of course, no single pass through a reactor of fissile
fuel utilizes all of the energy available in that fuel. In a practical reactor,
much fissile material remains in the ashes; also, further fissile materials
are created in the reactor from the fertile uranium or thorium in which
the fissile uranium or plutonium is necessarily imbedded. Consequently,
much reprocessing using many pass-throughs are required before all of
the energy is utilized, that is, before all potential military utility is gone.
The bury option also implies the large scale transportation and manipulation of these dangerous materials with their attendant problems.
Also, when disposing of the logs, the same problems of long-term safe
isolation of radioactive materials from the common environment are
operative as in the case of nuclear reactor wastes. Furthermore, the
nuclear fission energy is still present in these logs! Careful (because
of the intense radioactivity present in the logs due to the reactor ashes
also mixed in with the fissile materials), but ordinary, chemical procedures can reclaim the fissile bomb material from the glass. The logs are
thus still valuable to potential bomb makers and must be appropriately
safeguarded over very long periods of time.
Complex Systems, 12 (2000) 317–338
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Neither of these approaches really succeeds in returning the contents
of “Pandora’s Nuclear Box” to their original safe configuration.
Each approach has its strongly vociferous advocates in many of the
industrialized nations of the world. Their advocacies are strongly linked
to their positions on nuclear power, technological optimism, nuclear
weapons, internationalism or “go-it-alone-ism,” militarism, environmentalism, energy demands, consumerism, and so on.
4. Enlarging the system in which the example problem is manifested

How do we choose between these two approaches? Any discussion
leading to a choice has major economic, environmental, ethical, scientific, and international security components. Much of the discussion is
largely emotional and dominated by fear. People do not usually come
to discussions of nuclear power with minds open to rational discourse.
They are either strongly “for” or “against” it! They either hunger for the
cheap energy promised by nuclear power or fear its possible radioactive
consequences; they either desire freedom from dependence upon fossil fuels and their associated economic dependency and environmental
and health insults or are repelled by the nuclear weapons presumed to
be associated with the use of nuclear power; they are either “techies”
confident in the problem-solving capabilities of modern science, or are
science skeptics, leery that every human problem solution brings a host
of new problems.
Hence public discussion of suggested problem solutions, which have
a nuclear power component, is very controversial, often dominated by
the discussant’s nuclear axioms—worship of scientific technology and
desire for energy or suspicion of science and technology and fear of radioactivity in war and peace—rather than an overall view of the problem
at hand. I seek an alternative (not necessarily better) route to decision
making in which the dominant axiom is the need for international security and stability rather than the individual axiomatic views of the
nuclear issue. Thus the system of discourse is enlarged from the nuclear
weapon state to the world system of many such states. My approach
is via dynamical modeling of the international system, using models in
which means of pit disposal and international security are coupled. The
“scientific approach” is an extension of the Richardson approach to international stability (e.g., [9]). The question then becomes: Which of the
two suggested options, if either, is more congenial or more detrimental
to international stability?
The coupling between means of pit disposal and international security
is via the additions to national energy resources potentially represented
by these pits. The present world inventory of weapons-grade plutonium
is about 250 tons [10]. According to [8], plutonium can replace about
1/3 of the fissile uranium in current civilian nuclear reactor cores, which
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currently use the equivalent of 30 tons of highly enriched uranium per
year (“2300 tons of highly enriched uranium would supply about seven
years total demand for the world’s reactors” (p. xvi)). Thus civil reactors
may be able to use about 10 tons of demobilized plutonium per year
in the generation of electricity at current rates (ignoring all economic
constraints). The 200 tons of Pu said to become surplus during the next
20 years could thus be burned up during the next 20 years. During this
period the surplus weapons plutonium could generate 1/3 of the 6% of
the world’s 1992 primary energy currently supplied by nuclear means
([11], p. 40). Thus the plutonium recycled from nuclear weapons could
supply some 2% of the world’s total energy needs in the near future,
a not-insignificant amount, an amount which may very well influence
national resource policy and security considerations. Certainly, the
sudden 1% drop in U. S. energy use due to the Middle East “oil crisis”
of 1973 ([12], p. 75) led to large fuel price increases and significant
changes in national and societal behavior. It is not certain that a gradual
decrease of the same magnitude would have similar consequences. Of
course, substitution of weapon fissile materials for raw fissiles may have
a negative impact upon the uranium mining industry, its labor, and
investments. On the other hand, the growing concern with greenhouse
warming of the earth’s climate [13] might lead to a shift from fossil
to nuclear fuels, thus increasing the need for both used and raw fissile
materials.
It certainly will do so for the Russians, who forsee great national
savings; according to [8], they say that 10 tons of weapons-grade plutonium, “when burnt in an open fuel cycle thermal reactor,” would save
them 25 billion cubic meters of natural gas, worth $2.1 billion at 1996
export prices. This saving is considerably greater than the estimated [3]
billion dollars excess cost to Russia for burning rather than burying its
present 50 tons of surplus plutonium.
Since time immemorial, nations have been challenging each other,
even going to war, over natural resources; for example, energy, either to
protect their own or to gain access to those of others.
Choucri and North hypothesize that a growing population experiences an increasing demand for basic resources. As technology
becomes more advanced, the greater will be the kinds and quantity of resources required by the society. If these demands are not
met, the development of new capabilities will be sought, and if
these cannot be attained within the nation’s boundaries, lateral
pressures will be created to attain them beyond the boundaries.
Lateral pressures may be expressed through commercial activities,
the building of navies and merchant marine fleets, the dispatch of
troops into foreign territory, the acquisition of colonial territory or
foreign markets, the establishment of military bases abroad, and
in other ways. ([2], p. 327.)
Complex Systems, 12 (2000) 317–338
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These “lateral pressures” have often led to conflict and violence. A
good example of this process is the expansionist activities of Japan
before World War II, which, pressing upon the commercial, moral,
and nationalistic sensibilities of the U. S., eventually led to war. More
recent examples of resource-based conflict abound: Iraq’s designs upon
Kuwait’s oil resources and attempts to protect its own contributed to its
invasion, the resultant war, and its consequences; the U. S. involvement
in the Middle East, as well as its “forbearance” on Nigeria’s human
rights record, are certainly colored by its desire to control its oil supplies,
as is its current contention with Russia and Iran over the routes to
move Caspian oil to the west; Israel’s relations with the Palestinians
and its Arab neighbors is exacerbated by contentions over water rights,
as are the relations between Syria and Turkey; many of the bloody
sub-Saharan African conflicts revolve around the control of diamond
and metal resources. (And, of course, once war has started, a major
military activity is the securing of resources for oneself, denying them
to the enemy, e.g., Hitler’s drive to the Caucuses relieving his pressure
on Moscow, Allied bombing of Romanian oil fields.)
If a nation had more of its own vital resources (if “these demands” are
“met”), that would lessen its needs or desires for those of other’s, hence
lessening the lateral pressure, the need for challenge to, or war with,
those others. But what if enhancing one’s own resources, thus lessening
the intent to threaten neighbors, also increased one’s own war-making
capability and hence the capability of threatening the neighbors? (For
a discussion of the relation between “intent” and “capability” in international relations see [14].) Increasing capability may also precipitate a
war.
As the challenger overtakes the erstwhile leader, its more rapid
growth rate may breed an excess of self-confidence and tempt it to
seek complete victory. The converse danger is that the dominant
power, viewing apprehensively the expanding capabilities of its
rival, may go to war to defeat the latter while it can. . . . ([2],
p. 330.)

It is certainly true that the additional plutonium energies represent only
small parts of the national energy budgets of the nations concerned,
perhaps 2% at present rates. But nations have gone to war over very
small insults or deprivations.
International stability can be defined, as in [15, 16], as the inability of
the mathematical representation of the system to display an exponential
increase in armaments: no matter what the initial arms stocks of the
hostile competing member states of the system may be, the equations
governing the evolution of the system only allow exponential decreases
(with, perhaps, superimposed oscillations). If exponentially growing
solutions are allowed, the system is unstable; policies defining such a
system are to be avoided. Alternatively, in [17, 18], when making a
Complex Systems, 12 (2000) 317–338
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nonlinear extension of Richardson’s ideas, I defined stability as the inability of the mathematical model, representing the nonlinear world
system, to have a chaotic evolution. If some input parameters lead to
mathematical chaos, the underlying world system will display crisis instability; the policies represented by such parameters should be avoided.
(For earlier recognition of the evidence for chaos in world affairs, see
[19, 20].) Europe before World War I was unstable; the assassination
of a single political figure led to incommensurate results—the death of
many millions. Conversely, Europe after World War II was apparently
stable: many “insults,” such as the Berlin blockade or the downing of
the Korean airliner, did not precipitate a “hot war.”
In a previous discussion of the burn versus bury issue [18, 21], I used a
Richardson model in which the additional energy which becomes available from burning the cores of former nuclear weapons is incorporated
into the “suspicion” term of the usual Richardson equations. The result
was decreased instability under certain circumstances. The results were
then confirmed by examining a nonlinear extension of the Richardson
equations for regions of chaotic instability. In nonlinear models, very
small changes in parameter values, as would be represented by the civilian energy contribution of the recycled nuclear weapon pits, may have
major consequences.
This paper presents an alternate model in which the arms procurement response terms of the linear Richardson equations (the “reaction”
term describing one nation’s response to the arms acquisitions of it’s opponent) are constrained, more realistically, by economic prosperity: you
cannot buy arms you cannot afford (over the long run). The prosperity, in turn, is governed by energy availability, which brings in the burn
versus bury dichotomy. Energy availability is also governed by competition for external energy resources, which competition also influences the
mutual suspicion term (the “grievance,” term which governs the arms
responses of the competing nations to each other independently of their
actual arms stocks and acquisitions). Richardson’s stability criterion
is then used to ascertain whether to burn or to bury is the preferable
(more international stability inducing) national policy within the model
of this paper. Of course, different models and decision paradigms (e.g.,
game theory or economics), which should also be explored, may lead to
different policy suggestions. It then will become necessary to consider
“super models” incorporating all of these paradigms in order to practice
rational policy making.
5. Basic political assumptions and their possible validation

A number of fundamental assumptions are required to create a model
which can address the problem in question. Most of them stem from
anecdotal/historical evidence. It is clear that much more research would
Complex Systems, 12 (2000) 317–338
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be required to put the evidence for these assumptions in numerical form.
Thus the following assumptions are at best heuristic; if the results of
the model they support prove sufficiently interesting to political scientists and practitioners, perhaps these assumptions can be quantitatively
tested.
1. In [15, 16] Richardson assumed that it is the international system,
not its constituent members, that causes wars. Conflict is the result of
the natural value-neutral responses of each nation to the natural actions
of others, not to the evil intent of any one member of the system. Thus
war can be forced upon nations against their natural inclinations. This
assumption is supported, for example, by Tuchman’s account of the
origin of World War I. It is obviously not valid for all wars, for example,
Hitler apparently desired and forced World War II (which, however, can
be viewed as just an extension of World War I).
Richardson postulated that nations acquired arms in reaction to the
arms of their fellow nations; they reduced their arms because of the
“fatigue” of supporting large armories (the larger the arms burden,
the more the fatigue). All nations had attitudes towards each other
of benevolence or grievance which also contributed towards decrease
or increase in their military commitments. In the simplest two-nation
linear system, which we adopt in this paper for initial model building
(it is trivial to extend the model to N nations, not trivial to obtain
“reasonable” model parameters), the nations will be referred to as “A”
and “B.”
Then, the simple, linear, Richardson model can be written as
ẋA # aA xB $ bA xA $ rAB
ẋB # aB xA $ bB xB $ rBA .

(RE)

Here the x represent the commitment of each nation to armaments; they
might be measured in the dollar value of the total military burden (e.g.,
personnel, facilities, and weapons) or; as I prefer, to make the variables
dimensionless, as the ratios of these military burdens to the nation’s
gross national product (GNP). (The theory only makes sense if the x are
nonnegative variables; if the model’s time evolution leads to negative
values, the model is no longer useful.) The dot over the variables ẋ on
the left-hand side of equation (RE), signifies their time derivatives, that
is, the rate (per annum) at which they acquire (positive derivative) or
retire (negative) military assets. The a terms are the reaction or response
terms. They are usually taken to be positive, meaning—everything
else being equal—the more military strength your fellow nation (in the
competitive system) is perceived to have, the more rapidly you will try to
build up your own. The fatigue coefficients b, if positive, imply that the
more arms you have, the less is your need to acquire more. (Negative
values of the b parameters would lead them to be designated as “military
Complex Systems, 12 (2000) 317–338
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domestic dominance” coefficients; the stronger the military component
of the society, the more inclination and power it has to further enhance
its strength.) The r terms, if negative, are grievance coefficients: if an r
is negative, the nation in question is sufficiently suspicious of its fellow
nation that it will endeavor to acquire arms even if it perceives its fellow
to have none. Positive values of r represent benevolence and lead to
arms reductions in the absence of opposing armaments.
The linear Richardson equation (RE) is easily solved (c.f., [1, 21]);
the time variation of the solutions are either exponential growth or decay, superimposed upon oscillations, depending upon the relative values
of the reaction and fatigue coefficients. (The grievance parameters do
not appear in the expression for the exponents which determine the time
evolution!) Richardson assumed a peaceful system required exponential
decays for all x; any possibility of exponential growth of armaments signified the possibility of war. There is a large body of literature exploring
the validity of the Richardson model; see [9, 22] for some citations.
The parameters a, b, and r represent national characteristics which,
we know from common experience, can vary with time (e.g., r for France
and Germany once was very negative, now it seems to be quite positive).
Richardson assumes that the time rate of change of these parameters occurs over a much longer time scale than is characteristic of the solutions
of the equation. (Thus they can be treated as constants while solving
the equations.) This assumption is based upon the common perception
that national attitudes change much more slowly than do economic or
military strength: capability changes faster than intent. The main point
of the richardsonian approach is that system dynamics may transcend
individual intents.
2. The hostility between member states of the world system, symbolized
by the Richardson grievance coefficient, is influenced by their competition over resources such as energy. Thus if an attempt is to be made to
model the time dependence of the grievance term, it is not unreasonable
to posit a dependence of the term upon competition for energy. Some
anecdotal evidence for this assumption has already been given but more
numerical evidence, for example, the relation between the fraction of
normal resources challenged and the changes in public opinion and/or
the probability of war, would obviously be welcome.
Observation of the current world also indicates a jealous suspicion
of the non- and lesser-nuclear states towards the more powerful nuclear
weapon states. This suggests an assumption that the grievance terms
also depend upon the rate of nuclear arms change of the competing
nations. Again, more numerical evidence for this might be obtained
from public opinion polls of attitude.
3. Arms acquisition cannot depend only upon perception of the opponent’s arms stocks. Even if the will to acquire arms is present, the
Complex Systems, 12 (2000) 317–338
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economic means also have to be present. (As partial evidence for this
statement, consider the current paucity of arms acquisition by the relatively impoverished Russian government compared with that of the
prosperous U. S. Both nations are equally suspicious of each other!)
Hence the reaction terms of the Richardson equations should, more realistically, also depend upon the prosperity of the respective competing
nations.
4. National prosperity depends upon the availability of resources (among
other important factors). Energy is a very important resource; in fact a
surplus of energy can make up for the shortages of other important resources (e.g., the energy-costly desalination of ocean or brackish waters
when fresh water supplies need augmentation, as in Saudi Arabia). Evidence for the relation between prosperity and energy supplies is implicit
in the decline of U. S. GNP during the 1973 Arab oil embargo [12].
Thus energy availability will be included in modeling prosperity which,
in turn, is included in modeling national attitudes, that is, the grievance
factor.
5. Success in the international competition for resources is usually assumed to depend upon the relative economic, diplomatic, or military
strengths of the nation. These strengths, in turn (really not independent
of each other), are assumed to stem from national prosperity. Thus a
working hypothesis for this paper is that national competitive success
increases with increasing national prosperity. Again, this must remain
a heuristic assumption until quantitative research supports or refutes it.
6. In the simple model of this paper it is assumed that the nuclear energy
which becomes available for civil use as a result of nuclear disarmament
is proportional to the rate of nuclear disarmament which, in turn, is
proportional to the rate of total disarmament ẋ. This is the simplest hypothesis which enables us to deal with the burn versus bury controversy
under the rubric of prosperity and security. Since such civil use is not
yet common, there is no evidence to refute or support this assumption.
Again, the investigation of its validity probably has to follow, rather
than (as we would prefer) precede its heuristic use in model building.
7. In this paper all parameters and variables are taken to be dimensionless. This means they are all scaled relative to some appropriate bases.
For example, the x variables represent the ratio of national military
dedication to GNP. The results of this paper are purely qualitative and
hence further descriptions of the base values are not needed. When, and
if, the results of the qualitative model become sufficiently interesting
to suggest quantitative use, further—difficult—specification of the bases
and the actual parameter values (for given nations and epoch) would be
required.
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6. The Richardson model, prosperity, and energy dependence

I have modified the original two-competing-nation (designated by A and
B) form of the Richardson equation (RE), which relate the rates of arms
acquisitions of the two (the time derivatives of the arms stocks, ẋA and
ẋB ) to the existing arms stocks of their opponents and themselves, to
include some economics (cf., [23]). Nation A cannot respond to the arms
stocks of hostile nation B, by acquiring further arms of its own, unless
it has some surplus of resources beyond that necessary to minimally
sustain its population. The other-nation-reaction-response terms a now
incorporate prosperity factors p. The fatigue-self-response-terms, now
written as Β, instead of b, require no modification as they usually are
positive, implying arms build-down, which is assumed to be cost free at
the margin. Thus equation (RE) can be rewritten as:
ẋA # ΑA p2A xB $ ΒA xA $ rAB
ẋB # ΑB p2B xA $ ΒB xB $ rBA

(1)

where the p appear quadratically in equation (RE) (i.e., aA # ΑA p2A )
to approximate the reality of a cutoff, that is, no armaments may be
acquired if p is below some minimum value required to sustain the population. If the p dependence were linear, arms could still be purchased
with close to null prosperity (see Figure 1).
The Richardson grievance terms r in equation (RE) represent the relationship between the two nations [24, 25]: the fundamental attitudes
of one towards the other, independent of their state of armed watchfulness. If the r are positive, the two parties are basically friendly towards
each other and would tend to reduce arms, everything else being okay;
negative r imply an inherent hostility and a corresponding arms buildup.
It seems reasonable to assert that the rate at which national prosperity
changes depends upon the amount of total productive energy available
to the nation, E. For simplicity, a linear relation is assumed for the

a(p)

p
Figure 1.
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prosperity time derivatives:
ṗA # q0A ' qA EA
ṗB # q0B ' qB EB

(2)

where qA and qB are positive rate constants. Each nation may have
civilian energy available domestically, denoted by EA and EB . They will
also import civilian energies EAC and EBC , where C denotes the rest of
the world, external to A and B. It is assumed that each nation may also
have recourse to additional nuclear energy from surplus nuclear pits.
This amount is assumed proportional to the rates of disarmament (this
is the burn versus bury term):
$ΡA ẋA

and

$ ΡB ẋB

(3)

where Ρ is a positive constant for the burn option. If the time derivatives
in equation (3) are negative (decreasing arms stocks means demobilization of nuclear weapons), these represent positive contributions to the
national energy supplies in the burn option. In the bury option this
term is either not present, or appears with a negative Ρ coefficient to
represent the nonproductive energy costs of burial. If armaments are
increasing (positive derivatives) there is an energy cost to the nation for
fabricating new nuclear weapons, energy which is removed from the
civilian-prosperity-producing total. (The coefficient Ρ may be numerically different in this case but will be positive; there is no burn versus
bury problem when nuclear weapon stocks are increasing.) Thus the
total productive energy available to each nation is written as:
EAT # EA ' EAC $ ΡA ẋA
EBT # EB ' EBC $ ΡB ẋB .

(4)

It is assumed that energy adds to prosperity whether used or traded.
Hence, if some of EA or ΡA ẋA is traded to B, or vice versa, this would
not decrease EAT in equation (2) though it might increase EBT . This
possibility of trade is not included in this model, though it should be
fairly simple to do so.
The total energy available to A and B in the external world EC is
not infinite. Thus there is a competition between the two for imported
energy:
EC # EAC ' EBC .

(5)

Again a simplifying assumption is made: the two competing nations,
A and B, are the only significant competitors for the world’s energy
resources. Eventually, more realistic models will have to include the
rest of the world, either collectively (a 3-body model), or individually
(an N-body, N > 3 model). In this competition, success is assumed
to depend both upon relative prosperity p and upon relative military
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power x; the more of each you have, the more imported energy you
may acquire from the limited world stocks. Making the simplest, linear
assumption for this energy rivalry results in:
EAC # EC (xA ' pA )/(xA ' xB ' pA ' pB )
EBC # EC (xB ' pB )/(xA ' xB ' pA ' pB ).

(6)

Thus, from equation (2), the prosperity time derivative of each nation
is assumed to be given by:
ṗA # q0A ' qA )EA $ ΡA ẋA ' EC (xA ' pA )/(xA ' xB ' pA ' pB )*
ṗB # q0B ' qB )EB $ ΡB ẋB ' EC (xB ' pB )/(xA ' xB ' pA ' pB )*.

(7)

Consequently the prosperity of each nation has a nonlinear dependence
on the prosperity of both (since they appear in the denominators as
well as the numerators) and on both arms stocks, as well as a linear
dependence on their rates of arms acquisition.
Only the direct dependence of prosperity on available energy has been
considered so far. But variation in prosperity is also directly related to
existing prosperity, to the existing stocks of arms, and to the relationship
between the contending nations (cf., [14, 23]). These are taken into
account in the following simplistic manner:
q0A # Η0A pA ' ΗA rAB pB ' ΣAA xA ' ΣAB xB

q0B # Η0B pB ' ΗB rBA pA ' ΣBB xB ' ΣBA xA .

(8)

The signs of the Η coefficients are expected to be positive: usually prosperity produces further prosperity as does trade with a prosperous partner, facilitated by a friendly relationship. Similarly, a negative relation
with a prosperous partner, diminishing the possibilities of profitable
trade, would tend to decrease prosperity. The sign of the Σ coefficients
are not obvious to me; large military stocks may enhance or detract
from national prosperity. The result of these assumptions, inserting
equation (8) into equation (7), is a pair of nonlinear, first-order differential equations for the time variation of prosperity, depending upon
existing prosperity, trade propensity, national armories, and competition for energy.
To this point, the relationships (grievance or benevolence) between
the two nations has been considered as fixed givens. But it is plausible
that the competition over energy between the two and the rate of arms
buildup/down should influence the relations between the two. Thus,
instead of keeping the r parameters fixed, assume that they change,
increasing (becoming more friendly) as the opponent’s arms decrease:
ṙAB - $ẋB ,

(9)

ṙBA - $ẋA

and decreasing as the opponent acquires a greater fraction of the externally available energy:
ṙAB - $(EBC $ EAC ),

ṙBA - $(EAC $ EBC ).

(10)
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Introducing some new positive proportionality parameters Γ to incorporate the assumptions in equations (9) and (10), and using equation (6)
in equation (10), first-order differential equations for the time evolution
of the mutual relationships are obtained:
ṙAB # r0AB $ ΓA ẋB $ Γ̃A EC (xB $ xA ' pB $ pA )/(xA ' xB ' pA ' pB )
ṙBA # r0BA $ ΓB ẋA $ Γ̃B EC (xA $ xB ' pA $ pB )/(xA ' xB ' pA ' pB )

(11)

where the r0 are constants. These equations represent the postulated
dependence of international attitudes, r (grievance or benevolence), on
their arms stocks, armament rates, prosperities, and their competition
for external world energy supplies.
7. Some conclusions from the model

The three sets of coupled equations (equations (1), (7), (8), and (11)), are
too complicated to be solved analytically and have too many unknown
parameters to be solved numerically in general. Some limiting assumptions must be made in order to obtain some useful, general results. Note
that if
Γ̃A # Γ̃B # Γ̃,

ΓA # ΓB # Γ

(12)

that is, if there is symmetry between the way the two nations vary their
relationship with respect to energy and arms competition, the energy
competition affects both parties the same way. Hence, adding together
the two equations of equation (11), the energy competition drops out:
ṙAB ' ṙBA # r0AB ' r0BA $ ΓA ẋB $ ΓB ẋA

(13)

which can be simply integrated, leading to:
rAB ' rBA ' Γ(xA ' xB ) # R ' (r0AB ' r0BA )t

(14)

where t is the time variable and R is a constant of integration (equal to
the initial net mutual attitude in the absence of arms stocks).
This equation is simply interpreted (remember, the Γ are positive): at
a fixed time t, as the total arms stocks in the two-nation system goes
up, the total relationship between the two goes down (becomes less
friendly). This result is in accord with the expectations of common
sense, hence increasing the credibility of the assumptions going into this
result.
A further result is that, if the system arms stocks are kept constant,
0
0
and the net initial relationship rate rAB ' rBA # R0 is positive, the total
relationship increases (becomes more friendly) as time goes on. If the
initial net relationship rate is negative, it gets worse with the passage of
time. I believe this to be a new, interesting, “reasonable” (and perhaps
testable) result: with no change in system arms, no matter how big the
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arms stocks are to begin, the two, initially friendly, parties grow used to
each others arms and so their friendship increases. If they are initially
unfriendly, the presence of arms worsens the relationship between them
with the passage of time.
Adding the two equations of equation (1), the following is obtained:
ẋA ' ẋB # ΑA p2A xB ' ΑB p2B xA $ ΒA xA $ ΒB xB $ rAB $ rBA .

(15)

Substituting equation (14) into equation (15), the result is:
ẋA ' ẋB # ΑA p2A xB ' ΑB p2B xA $ ΒA xA $ ΒB xB
' Γ(xA ' xB ) $ R $ R0 t.

(16)

If the two prosperities pA and pB are constants, this is a simple, linear
differential equation which implies no chaos! The solutions will just
display simple linear and exponential growths and/or declines. Thus
the possibility of chaos (implying crisis instability in the Saperstein
paradigm), in this particular model of a nuclear arms race, depends
upon time variations in national prosperity.
Since national prosperity is so important for international stability, its
variation is now examined, assuming that the two nations have similar
responses, that is:
qA # qB # Q/
ΣAB # ΣBA # Σ/

Η0A # Η0B # Η0 , ΗA # ΗB # Η/
ΡA # ΡB # Ρ/

ΣAA # ΣBB # Σ

ΑA # ΑB # Α/

ΒA # ΒB # Β.

(17)

Adding the pair of differential equations following from equations (7)
and (8) results in:
ṗA ' ṗB # Η0 (pA ' pB ) ' Η(rAB ΡB ' rBA ΡA ) ' (Σ ' Σ)(xA ' xB )
' Q[EA ' EE ' EC $ Ρ(ẋA ' ẋB )].

(18)

Note that EA ' EB ' EC # ET is the total (finite) energy of the world
system. Now assume that the relationship between the two nations
is reciprocal: rAB # rBA # r. Also define their average prosperity 2p #
pA 'pB and their average arms commitment 2x # xA 'xB . Equations (14),
(16), and (18) become the fundamental sets:
ṗ # (Η0 ' Ηr)p ' Σ̂x ' Q[ET /2 $ Ρẋ]
Α[p2A xB
0

2ẋ #
'
2r ' 2Γx # R ' R t

p2B xA ]

0

$ 2Β̂x $ R $ R t
(from 14)

(from 18)
(from 16)

(19)
(20)
(21)

where Β̂ # Β $ Γ, Σ̂ # Σ ' Σ, 2p # pA ' pB , 2x # xA ' xB , r # rAB ' rBA ,
0
0
R0 # rAB ' rBA .
8. Sufficient, not necessary, conditions for richardsonian stability

As indicated following equation (16), the constancy of both pA and pB
is sufficient for the absence of chaos, that is, for stability in the Saperstein paradigm. Now assume this stability and see what the additional
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requirement of richardsonian stability (RS) implies. Substituting equation (21) for r into equation (19) and forcing the time derivative of p to
vanish, results in a simple first-order, linear differential equation for x:
0 # (Η0 ' Η[(R ' R0 t)/2 $ Γx])p ' Σ̂x ' Q[ET /2 $ Ρẋ].

(22)

This is an equation of the form
aẋ ' bx ' ct ' d # 0

(23)

whose general solution, with one arbitrary constant D, determined by
initial conditions, is
x # De$(b/a)t $ (c/b)t ' (ac $ bd)/b2 .

(24)

Everything depends upon the sign of b/a; if it is positive, the system
is RS; if negative, it is Richardson unstable—there will be a run-away
(exponentially increasing) arms race. Comparing equation (22) with
equation (23), the system will be RS if
b/a # (ΗΓp $ Σ̂)/(QΡ) > 0

(25)

which implies, since Q is positive, that
ΗΓp > Σ̂ for burn, Ρ > 0

(26)

ΗΓp < Σ̂ for bury, Ρ < 0.

(27)

If Ρ # 0, marginally possible in the burial scenario, the only allowed
solution is x # constant, r proportional to t. This case is ignored.
Remember that the Σ terms represent the dependence of prosperity
upon the supply of arms; small numerical values imply a strongly civilian based economy, in contrast to an “iron-triangle” dominated society.
If the net value of Σ̂ is negative, equation (26) is automatically fulfilled
since Η, Γ, and p are each necessarily positive. The coefficient Η represents the coupling between prosperity, international relationship, and
the variation of prosperity, should it occur; a large numerical value is
expected to be characteristic of a healthy international economic system.
Finally Γ represents the relation between arms acquisition rate and variation in relationship; a large numerical value implies that relationships
are very sensitive to arms procurements.
Thus, from equation (26), an economically healthy international system, in which the constituent societies are prosperous, civilian based,
and sensitive to each other, will be RS if the burn option is chosen,
Richardson unstable if the option is for burial of the surplus pits. On
the other hand, from equation (27), a system of poor, iron-triangle
states, very insensitive to each other, in which prosperity is minimally
coupled to international relationship, will be RS if the burial option is
chosen, unstable if the surplus pits are burned. If Σ̂ is negative, implying
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that the presence of arms stocks detracts from the growth of prosperity,
only the burn scenario can be RS. Note that all of these results are independent of whether the initial relations between the competing states
are positive or negative!
9. Conclusions

The fundamental premise of this paper is that nations, seemingly extremely complex entities, describable, if at all, only by the use of countless variables, can actually be productively described, in-so-far as their
international security behavior is concerned, with the use of very few
dynamical variables. These variables evolve according to relatively simple mathematical laws describing the different possible interactions such
as economic, military, cultural, and so forth between the nations. Each
possible choice of variables and initial conditions, and of the equations
relating them, represents a choice of “science” and “model.” The dynamical laws are deterministic, as are the resultantly evolving variables,
but they may, or may not, be predictive. Thus, different forms of stability can be ascribed to the different models. One possible stability,
employed by Richardson, is the prohibition of exponential growth of
armaments in the system. Another choice, possible only in nonlinear
systems (necessary to realistically describe any real-world system), is
the prohibition of the possibility of chaotic evolution of the system
variables. In either case, these mathematical stabilities are assumed to
represent the absence of “crisis instability” in the real-world system, an
absence taken to be the goal of desirable international security policies.
Given a model, the model parameters are varied until the desired model
stability is attained. This choice of parameters is representative of a
choice between policy options.
In this paper, the model is a Richardson arms competition model
in which arms procurement depends upon national prosperity which,
in turn, depends upon energy available to the nation. The availability of energy itself depends upon international competition for finite
resources. Thus there is a feedback loop: armaments require energy
which engenders competition which requires armaments. The question then becomes: is the feedback positive, leading to growing hostility
and/or system unpredictability; or is there negative feedback in the loop,
which means that the hostile competition remains stable? The examination of both forms of instability is used as a decision tool for the major
international problem of what to do with surplus nuclear weapons.
The relatively simple energy competition model of this paper seems
to give reasonable results outside of the burn versus bury arena: the
relation between total arms stocks and interstate relationship and the
“getting used to,” or getting increasingly “annoyed” by, large armories
if they are not changing, depending upon whether the initial interstate
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relation is friendly or hostile. These common sense results give some
credence to the model. The model then seems capable of giving definite
answers to the burn versus bury policy question, under fairly realistic
international conditions, whereas common sense seems to get bogged
down in popular emotions, and is thus seemingly unable to provide
useful answers.
It thus seems reasonable to conclude that any future useful theory of
international relations and security will have to be a dynamical science,
incorporating possible time evolutions of the system in response to policy choices. Furthermore, the concepts of Richardson and/or stability
against chaotic evolution will most likely be important aspects of that
science. It does not necessarily follow that the future political science of
international security will have to be mathematically expressed. Even a
purely verbal science, if it is to be useful, will have to incorporate aspects
of system evolution and system stability. It seems to me that inclusion
of these concepts is most easily, transparently, usefully, and verifiably
done using a mathematical language.
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